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NOTIFICATIONS BY CEYLON UNDER ARTICLE XVIII:C

Note by the Executive Secretary

1. By the attached communication, dated 7 September 1959, the Government of
Ceylon has notified its intention to take action under Section C of Article XVIII
for the application of the Industrial Products Act to nine additional items.Of
these nine items fie are those on which Ceylon has assumed obligations under
Article II of the General Agreement, and the notifications in respect of these
bound items should be dealt with under the procedures of paragraph 18 of
Article XVIII. Consequently, the notification has been included in the agenda
for the fifteenth session.

2. The Government of Ceylon has been requested to supply more detailed information
(along the lines of the questionnaire reproduced in Basic Instruments and Selected
Documents, Seventh Supplement, p. 85) which is expected normally to accompany
a notification of thisnature. This information will be circulated as soon as
received and, in respect of the unbound items covered by the notification, the
time limits laid down in paragraphs 15 and 17 of Article XVIII will be computed
from the date of receipt of that information.

NOTIFICATION BY CEYLON FOR A RELEASE OF
ITS OBLIGATIONS UNDER ARTICLE XVIII:C
TO APPLY THE INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS ACT
TO NINE PRODUCTS.

1. In terms of Article XVIII (Revised) Ceylon notifies the CONTRACTING PARTIES
that it desires a release from its obligations under the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade to apply the Ceylon Industrial Products Act, N°18 of 1949 to the following
industrial products:
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Item Tariff N° Remarks

1. Aluminium foil for pecking

2. (a) Nails and screws, other than
wire nails of iron and steel

(b) Nails and screws, brass and
alloys of copper

3. Seteen

4. Crepe

- (broad stuffs handloom
(broad stuffs millmade
(piece. goods of cotton fixed
(with less than 50% of other
materials
(
(fabrics of synthetic fibre
(and spun glass

5. Manufactures of artificial silk and
synthetic fibres (including any ad-
mixturtes thereof where the artificial
silk content is not less than 50% by
weight, n.e.s.), sarees

6. Filter presses-oil pressing and
refining machinery - complete

7. Water pumps - pumps for liquids
complete

8.Aluminium holloware domestic

9. Cement asbestos products:
asbestos ridges
Asbestos sheets
Asbestos tiles
Building materials of asbestos

cement and of unfired non-
metallic minerels - other

684-02.01

699-07 .02

699-07.10

Ex.653-01.01
Ex. 653-01 .02

Ex.652-02 .05

Ex.653-05

841-05.03

Ex.716-13 .40

Ex .716-01 .01

699 -14.01

661- 09.01)
661-09.02)
661-09 .03

)
661-09.99)

Not bound

Not bound

Not bound

Bound to China
Bound to China

Bound to China
and US

Bound to China,
France, US and
Italy

Not bound

Bound to US

Not bound

Not bound

Not bound
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2. The items Crepe and Sateen were grades of textiles which Ceylon agreed
to exclude from the release granted at the thirteenth session to apply the
Industrial Products Act on a range of cotton textiles (vide BISD, Seventh
Supplement, pages 26 and 27). To secure this release on two items bound in
Ceylon's schedule, Ceylon entered into consultations with the countries
materially affected, viz. Japan, India, Fiance and Italy, and secured their
concurrence to apply the Act on these two bound items subject to the exclusion
of Crepe and Sateen. The United Kingdom, who was also materially interested
while entering into consultations with Ceylon's delegation at the thirteenth
session, failed to conclude an agreement with Ceylon within the prescribed
period of sixty days - vide paragraph 18 of article XVIII. Consequently,
Ceylon considers herself to have been released from further consultations
with the United Kingdom. The United States, to whom these items were bound,
waived its claims to consultations at the thirteenth session.

3. At the time these items were negotiated with the countries concerned,
Ceylon had no information of the exact tariff item under which Sateen and
Crepe were classified. It was believed that Sateen and Crepe were grades of
fabric that were only classified under tariff items 653-05 and 652-02.05. It
was now confirmed that both grades are also classified by the Ceylon Customs
authorities under "Broad stuffs, handloom and millmade", tariff items
Ex.653-01.01, and Ex.653-01.02. Both these items, however, are bound in
Ceylon's schedule, and Ceylon proposes to obtain a release to secure their
coverage under the Industrial Products Act after entering into consultations
with the countries concerned. Ceylon's main reason for seeking the re-
inclusion of both Sateen and Crepe follows from evidence of increased imports
of these two items, which are directly used for conversion into sarongs and
sarees despite their higher cost than cottons.

4. The release already given to Ceylon to control its textile industry at
the thirteenth session has encountered many difficulties due to import evasion
which will be fully covered when the annual review of this item is considered
under paragraph 6 of Article XVIII.


